Mexico ‐ Very large plants have an excellent set of
huge, dark pink fruits with outstanding taste. It is
unusual to find a variety that bears such large fruit in
generous numbers and maintains such superb taste.
And to add to that, you can expect steady,
continuous production of tomatoes that weigh more
than 1 lb. throughout the growing season. This
family heirloom was brought into the U.S. by a
Mexican family living in the Midwest. Indeterminate.
80 days.

Copia ‐ These very beautiful tomatoes are a
stunning combination of fine‐lined golden
yellow and red stripes. While visually exciting,
the real treat comes when you cut them open.
Their gold flesh is streaked with red and is very
juicy, flavorful, and sweet. A stabilized cross
between Green Zebra and Marvel Stripe, these
tomatoes weigh about one pound each. They
were named in honor of Copia, the American
Center for Food, Wine and the Arts, in Napa
California. Indeterminate. 85 da

Costoluto Genovese - Italian heirloom
tomato. Large, deep‐red, juicy tomatoes are deeply
ribbed but fully flavored and absolutely delicious.
This variety is hearty and does well in hot weather,
but continues to produce even when the weather
turns cool.. This variety has been a Mediterranean
favorite since at least the early eighteenth century.
The skin makes Costoluto Genovese a good choice
for broiling and grilling. Juicing is also an excellent
alternative for Costoluto Genovese. Indeterminate.
78 days.

Chef’s Choice Orange Hybrid ‐ ALL
AMERICA SELECTIONS AWARD WINNER. This
crack‐resistant hybrid originated with the
heirloom Amana Orange and retains that
wonderful old‐fashioned flavor while adding some
improvements. The hybrid has 9 to 12 oz.
tomatoes that mature much earlier than Amana
Orange and do not crack. The color both inside
and out is a beautiful glowing orange that holds its
intensity even when tomatoes are cooked, lending
itself to creative uses by chefs. Vigorous plants are
quite productive and are resistant to Tobacco
Mosaic Virus and anthracnose. Indeterminate. 75
days.

Hugh’s

‐ Heirloom variety from the
Midwest. Tall, heavy plants grow very large, up
to 2‐1/2 lb., beefsteak tomatoes that are pale
yellow with a touch of red on the blossom end.
They are very meaty, thin‐skinned and
delicious, seemingly bursting with summer
sweetness. Indeterminate. 90 days

Indigo Apple ‐

Early ripening and gorgeous
dark fruit make this variety special. Heavy sets
of unripe fruit show lots of purple due to the
high anthocyanin level (the same powerful
antioxidant found in blueberries). The stunning
color is brought on by sunlight, and will
eventually turn almost black. This variation of
Indigo Rose is earlier and earns its name due to
an especially good sweet tomato flavor. 70
days. Indeterminate

Persimmon ‐ Beautiful, golden‐orange
tomatoes have one of the best flavors of all
orange tomatoes. Average 5 in. diameter and
between 1 and 2 lbs., quite meaty with few
seeds. Vigorous plants bear well.
Indeterminate. 80 days.

Indigo Rose ‐ This is the original “blue” tomato released in
2012 by Dr. Jim Myers at Oregon State University. The blue color
is do to anthocyanin, a powerful antioxidant that protects
against disease and early ageing. Indigo Rose develops a dark
purple skin wherever the fruit is exposed to direct sun, but it
needs to ripen fully to develop good flavors. It is not ripe until
the fruit softens, the bottom turns from green to red, and the
flesh is deep red. 1 to 2 oz. deep purple fruits with rosy
undersides and deep, brick red flesh. Indeterminate. 75 days.

Yellow Ping Pong ‐ A yellow‐fruited
version of Pink Ping Pong, this one bears
clusters of 2‐inch golden‐yellow fruit with about
the same ping‐pong size and shape. This variety
is also a treat to eat, with deliciously sweet,
juicy tomatoes that have a refreshing lemon‐
like finish to their flavor. Vigorous plants bear a
great abundance of these very pretty golden
fruits. Indeterminate. 75 days.

Mint Julip ‐ This unique little tomato is a
plum‐shaped version of Green Zebra and was
found as a naturally occurring variant. It has the
same beautiful chartreuse green background
and bright yellow streaks as Green Zebra, but
offers a sweeter taste. The variety was
originally named “Michael Pollan.”
Indeterminate. 75 days.

Black Cherry ‐ This is the first truly black
cherry tomato we've found, and our own
exclusive variety. It is not a plum, but a
perfectly round cherry with classic black tomato
flavor, sweet yet rich and complex. Fruit picks
clean from the stem and is produced in
abundance on vigorous, tall plants. These
cherries are irresistibly delicious and a unique
addition to the color spectrum of cherry
tomatoes now available. Indeterminate. 65
days

Coyote

‐ Delightful little cherry tomatoes are
creamy ivory with hints of yellow and an absolutely
unforgettable taste. The flavor is not only sweet
but is also marked by a fruity complexity. They are
so irresistible that you won't want to stop eating
them at harvest time. Plants are large and quite
prolific, bearing long clusters of these 1/2‐inch
delicious little treats. Heirloom variety originally
from Mexico. Indeterminate. 65 days.

Indigo Blue Berries ‐ This is an amazing cherry
Sun Gold Hybrid

‐ Very sweet, bright
orange cherry tomatoes taste not just sugary
but also fruity and delicious. Vigorous growers,
these tall plants bear long clusters of fruit. Try
these for a real taste treat, you won't believe
you're eating tomatoes! Indeterminate. 57
days

tomato with very high levels of anthocyanin that
show up as beautiful deep purple skin. Unripe fruit
are amethyst colored, but ripen to almost black with
a bit of brick red on the bottom. They have a
delicious, plum‐like flavor and are quite easy to
grow. Their appearance is striking enough to turn
heads at farmers’ markets or become the
centerpiece of a home garden. 75 days.
Indeterminate.

Indigo Gold Berries

‐ Yellow‐gold cherry
tomatoes start out as amethyst purple before they
ripen to a glowing golden with a hint of purple
remaining at their tops. They have a delicious sweet
yet acid flavor and are visually stunning. This variety
started out as a selection out of Indigo Blue Berries,
and was bred by Brad Gates. Indeterminate. 75
days

Lemon Cherry VFF Hybrid

‐ Expect large
yields of these pale yellow cherry tomatoes that
are juicy, sweet, and flavorful. Each fruit has an
average weight of 1/2 oz., a perfect size for
adding into salads or for snacking. These
cherries offer a beautiful new color and truly
yummy flavor. Indeterminate. 58 days

Indigo Cherry Drops

‐ Excellent sweet flavor
and incredibly large yields are the hallmarks of this
delightful cherry tomato bred by Dr. Jim Myers at
Oregon State University. As part of the Indigo
series, these one‐inch fruits are purple/black due to
high anthocyanin levels, with rosy undersides and
deep red flesh. Indeterminate. 65 days

Snow White ‐ Delightful ivory‐colored
cherry tomatoes ripen to pale yellow and are
deliciously sweet without being sugary. This
variety was hybridized by Joe Bratka and seed
was given to us by a local friend who obtained
it years ago in a seed swap. This is one you'll
find yourself snacking on in the garden because
it tastes so good. Indeterminate. 75 days

